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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Reliability indicates how models have performed
in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead.
These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts
give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system.
Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a questionnaire that is sent to subscribers. In
the questionnaire, we ask subscribers to note any problems with their cars that occurred in the
past 12 months. They are asked to identify problems that they considered serious because of
cost, failure, safety, or downtime. A typical model has about to samples for each model year.
For some model years, typically those of older or less popular cars, we do not have a large
enough sample size to provide results of statistical confidence. There are several ways in which
a savvy car buyer can still research the quality of a car. Reactivate now to get the information
you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our
customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. New Used It couples the ambiance and feature-rich convenience of an ultra-luxury
sedan with the off-road savvy of a true four-wheel-drive SUV. This model is a radically updated
flagship that's plush, comfortable, and loaded with advanced technology. There are 6 recalls on
this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. No Detailed Data Available Consumer
Reports obtains its reliability data from a questionnaire that is sent to subscribers. Unlatched
doors may open while the vehicle is in motion, increasing the risk of a crash. Read Recall
Details. These vehicles were previously recalled and repaired under Recall 19V, however the
repair may not have been completed properly. What should you do:. Land Rover will notify
owners, and dealers will inspect for any issues with the KV system, disabling the KV
mechanisms if necessary, and update the KV Latch software, free of charge. The recall began
November 30, Owners may contact Land Rover customer service at Land Rover's number for
this recall is N Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. The unlatched door may
open while the vehicle is in motion, increasing the risk of a crash. The recall began July 18,
Note: Vehicles in this recall were previously recalled under recall number 15V and need to be
remedied again. In the event of a crash, if the seat back is not properly latched, the seat belt
may not properly restrain the occupant, increasing their risk of injury. In the affected vehicles,
the second row seat back may not latch properly, especially in the center section. Land Rover
will notify owners, and dealers will inspect the second row seat mechanism, replacing it as
required, free of charge. The recall began on November 12, Owners may contact Land Rover's
customer service at Land Rover's number for this recall is P In the affected vehicles, the doors
may unlatch unexpectedly when closed. Land Rover will notify owners, and dealers will update
the keyless entry software, free of charge. The recall began August 6, If the front passenger air
bag is disabled during a vehicle crash, there is an increased risk of injury. In the affected

vehicles, a light weight adult front seat passenger may be improperly classified by the occupant
classification system OCS and, as a result, the front seat passenger air bag may be disabled.
Land Rover will notify owners, and dealers will update the OCS software, free of charge. The
recall began April 9, If one or more of the wheel lug nuts crack or detach from the wheel hub,
the remaining lug nuts may be unable to keep the wheel secured to the vehicle. If the wheel
detaches, loss of vehicle control would result, increasing the risk of a crash. The affected
vehicles have wheel lug nuts that may crack and detach from the wheel hub stud. Land Rover
will notify owners, and dealers will replace the wheel nuts with new wheel nuts, free of charge.
The recall began March 23, Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up.
Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer
Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Horrible this
is why I will Never buy from a dealer. Had a appointment to see specific car, when I got There
they said car was out for service. Wade was quick to respond and provide professional
information that was requested. If you're looking for nice, upscale, luxury cars this dealer is a
must see! Was prompt on responding worked with me on sending the money thru because I
lives in a different state. Same day I bought the car is the same day I was albe to pick the car up.
Wonderful to work with. Very fast and easy car buying experience. Would highly recommend.
John was very friendly and efficient. Would use them again in a heart beat. Purchased this
vehicle from this dealer. Very courteous and excellent service. Henry was extremely helpful and
and not pushy in any way. Great overall experience with this dealership. Would definitely do
business with again. In the end I decided to not go into the car I was looking at. The dealership
and in particular Jonathan was very understanding. I would definitely recommend checking this
place out if your looking for a used car. This is a bait and switch. All these junk fee ales the car
less attractive. I was interested in the car but there were several issues with the vehicle. Not
only were they not willing to negotiate but they raised the price. Can I give them negative stars?
Because if I could, I would. This place was the worst! We wanted to view a used vehicle there-a
simple request, right? Not here! One of their employees had taken it out to use at the time of our
appointment! They called and they said the truck was there. I went at the time I told them I
would be there that after noon and before I could see the truck they made me fill out all kinds of
paper work. After that they all about the truck I was trading in and told me they would only give
me low wholesale for it. After all that they said the truck want there and I had to go someplace
else if I wanted to look at it because it wasn't there. Careful typical greasy car salesman. Waste
of drive. Or subtract that much from your trade in. Do the math. Nice work Empire Hyundai. I
didn't follow up on the dealer contact on this Mercedes. I should have, the dealer did their job
just fine. Great response time. I visited to look at the vehicle and Baker was very polite and
helpful. The car looked amazing just as it was described. Also the finance manager Marco and
the sales team were was very helpful and cooperative. I had a very good experience. This is an
honest review from a real customer. Short version.. Dealership is advertising vehicles that they
do not have in stock. Clear bait and switch tactic. Also the employees are unprofessional. This
has been by far the worst experience with a dealership. Responded quickly and was very nice.
Inventory is significantly overpriced so I did not visit the dealer. The salesman at Walleys was
very helpful. I bought the truck from him and a late model Camry for my wife! List cars milage
incorrectly and accident history is not always disclosed or disclosed properly. They listed no
accident and 36k miles. I looked the carfax up on my own and it did have an accident and more
miles then they said. Additionally one car was in 3 accidents and the other was in 4. Deals that
look too good to be true. Research your purchase. Huge waste of time. So basically an
associate from this dealership tried to justify low-balling me on my trade in by adamantly telling
me my car has an accident reported. He must have been the one who met in the accident. I
drove 4 hours to come see this car. I can't begin to tell you how disgusted I am by these people!
I'm sickened. The online price is pure fiction! Do not waste your time! These guys are clowns.
Poula Fayek responded quickly to my inquiry. He was very knowledgeable about the car and its
features and professional through out the transaction. Excellent experience. Super helpful!
They have done everything possible to be accommodating and kind with this purchase. In the
automotive world, certain models elicit a clear mental image. The Land Rover Range Rover
epitomizes this. For , the Range Rover remains one of the best vehicles for on-road use made at
any price point, and the Range Rover is also one of the best off-road vehicles made at any price
point. It's very difficult to find comparable vehicles. Mercedes and Jeep have offerings that do
things a Range Rover can, but the Range Rover seems to stand apart from its competitors as an
icon that cannot be topped. Photos and video accurately convey what the off-road ride of a
Range Rover might be like. We can see that the vehicle has immense mud, dune and
water-fording capabilities. However, to believe that the vehicle is as good as a great

sport-luxury sedan on the road, one needs to drive the Range Rover. Do so, and you will quickly
discover that the engineering that goes into this vehicle makes it drive not at all like a sport
utility vehicle. It's not tippy. Although bumps are handled with almost comical ease, the vehicle
still handles crisply and feels like a low-slung sports sedan when pushed. For model year the
Range Rover moved to a pounds-lighter all-aluminum body. The Range Rover also made a
much more dramatic shift from a body-on-frame design to a unibody design, meaning this
Range Rover is a crossover. This is a vehicle that has the gravitas of a storied history but is
also thoroughly modern. The Range Rover lineup includes seven versions. Four are the
standard-wheelbase Range Rover, and three are long-wheelbase versions. Beginning with the
standard wheelbase is the Range Rover Base. It packs a 3. This model features inch wheels. The
leather front seats and front and rear glass are all heated. The infotainment system is premium,
with a watt Meridian sound system and an 8-inch color screen with navigation. Most of the
luxury items optional in many premium brands are standard. The most notable additions are a
variety of panoramic roofs to choose from, a towing package, rear-seat entertainment and
adaptive cruise control. In the standard-wheelbase Range Rover, one can choose from three
more levels of luxury. First is the HSE. This trim adds heated rear seats, the panoramic roof,
front climate seating, better leather, Grand Black Lacquer trim, and inch wheels. The
Supercharged trim an odd name since all Range Rovers are supercharged swaps out the V6 for
a 5. This large crossover can sprint to 60 mph in about 5. That's faster than most BMW sports
sedans. In this trim wheels step up to 21 inches, the Terrain Response system becomes more
elaborate and Dynamic Response is added. Finally, we arrive at the Range Rover
Autobiography. Interior materials are at the top of the market. The audio system is boosted to 1.
Front seats come with massage functions. Special inch wheels are fitted, and a Surround
camera and a host of driver aids are now included. If one is trying to buy a proper Range Rover,
this is the one. The long-wheelbase Range Rover adds 7 inches to the wheelbase and about 8
inches of overall length to the vehicle. This is intended to make the second row much more
comfortable for owners who have a driver. Rather than repeating a lot of the above, we will
abbreviate our long-wheelbase overview a bit. The long-wheelbase Range Rover trims begin
with the Supercharged. It includes the same content listed above for the short-wheelbase trim.
Next is the Autobiography. Finally, we arrive at the very special, limited to units per year in the
U. This top-of-the-line crossover has it all. In the second row, it has a console with deployable
tables ready to accept USB cables. The driver gets way-adjustable seating. Wheels and leather
are upgraded. Land Rover calls this a custom-crafted vehicle built to satisfy the growing
demand for ultra-luxury Range Rovers. The Land Rover Range Rover is a vehicle for drivers
seeking the ultimate in go-anywhere driving comfort and pleasure. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Thomas. CarGurus Pay. Request Information. Read more.
Why Use CarGurus? The Land Rover Discovery Sport offers style, comfort and utility combined
with an above-average ability to traverse snow-choked roads or muddy trails. If you're looking
for a small luxury SUV with an extra degree of go-anywhere gusto, this newest Land Rover is
worth a look. With rare exception, today's small SUVs are designed more for comfort and
everyday practicality than for fording rivers and traversing backwoods trails. The all-new Land
Rover Discovery Sport, however, is one such exception. Like other Land Rovers, it successfully
melds current design with some old-school capability. The fact that the new Discovery Sport
manages to retain some measure of the Land Rover brand's legendary off-road capabilities has
more to do with remaining true to the company's history than it does with consumer demand.
Still, if there's a favorite fishing spot or weekend cabin waiting for you at the end of a muddy dirt
road, the Discovery Sport and its clever Terrain Response system have what it takes to get you
there with an enviable degree of panache. It's not a true rock crawler, though, so if that's
important to you, stepping up to another Land Rover or moving over to Jeep is probably a good
idea. The Discovery Sport is a replacement for the unlamented LR2 and a complement to the
fashion-over-function Evoque, with which it shares many mechanical components. The
Discovery Sport rides on a 3. And that's not just in comparison to the Evoque -- the Discovery
Sport is one of the most spacious and functional compact luxury SUVs. There's even an
optional third-row seat, though it's only suited for small children. Among this new Land Rover's

negatives is a turbocharged four-cylinder engine that lines up well with rivals on paper, but
ultimately delivers comparatively slow acceleration. Plus, there's no engine upgrade at the
moment. Most of these competitors also have a degree of interior design flair that the rather
plain Discover Sport's cabin lacks. But if you're looking for a small luxury SUV with an extra
degree of go-anywhere gusto, this newest Land Rover is certainly worth a look. A third row that
comes bundled with its own air vents and USB port is optional. The Convenience package adds
keyless ignition and entry, a power liftgate and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. The midrange
HSE trim includes the above optional package items along with inch wheels, upgraded trim, a
panoramic glass roof, full leather upholstery and way power front seats with memory functions.
The Audio Upgrade package adds an speaker audio system with HD radio. The top-of-the-line
HSE Lux model includes the HSE's optional equipment along with upgraded leather upholstery,
trim and carpeting, along with configurable mood lighting. The HSE trims are available with their
own Vision Assist package that includes adaptive xenon headlights, automatic high beam
control, a surround-view camera system, blind spot monitoring and rear cross-traffic alert. The
Driver Assist Plus package adds frontal collision warning, automatic braking for frontal crash
mitigation, lane departure warning, traffic sign recognition and, on the HSE, navigation. Also
available is an automatic parallel and perpendicular parking system. Every Discovery Sport can
be equipped with the Climate Comfort package, which adds heated front and rear seats, a
heated steering wheel, a heated windshield, and on the HSE trims, ventilated front seats. You
can also specify one of several Black Design packages, which bring with them combinations of
black exterior trim, black wheels of either 19 or 20 inches, and a black contrasting roof that is
available separately. Smartphone app integration is also available. The Land Rover Discovery
Sport gets a turbocharged 2. A nine-speed automatic transmission with steering-wheel-mounted
paddle shifters and all-wheel drive are standard. In Edmunds testing, the Discovery Sport went
from zero to 60 mph in 7. On the Edmunds evaluation route, it returned 25 mpg combined.
Properly equipped, the Discovery Sport can tow up to 4, pounds. Unlike with other Land Rovers,
there are no locking differentials, low range or adjustable suspension height. The list of
standard safety features on the Land Rover Discovery Sport includes antilock brakes, stability
and traction control, front side airbags, a driver knee airbag and side curtain airbags. A rearview
camera and parking sensors are also standard, as are hill descent control and hill start assist.
Safety-related options include a blind spot and rear cross-traffic alert system, lane departure
warning, frontal collision warning and automatic braking for frontal crash mitigation. In
Edmunds brake testing, a Discovery Sport with inch wheels came to a stop from 60 mph in feet,
which is better than average for the segment. Like its Evoque sibling, the Land Rover Discovery
Sport is supremely stable and coordinated on winding roads, with the accurate steering
imparting decent feedback to the driver. We highly recommend avoiding the optional inch
wheels, though, as they are at least partly responsible for a ride that tends toward jittery on
imperfect surfaces. They generate a smattering of road noise, too. Smaller wheels would
certainly improve things on both counts, but no Discovery Sport will deliver the sort of plush
ride quality of its pricier air-suspended siblings. It also can't match other Land Rovers off road,
lacking their ground clearance, wheel articulation, locking differential and low-range gearing. It
also falls short of similarly sized or priced Jeeps Cherokee and Grand Cherokee, respectively.
Nevertheless, the Discovery Sport does possess more capabilities off the beaten path than its
compact luxury SUV competitors. It has short overhangs, a capable all-wheel-drive setup and
most importantly, the Terrain Response system that adjusts various vehicle parameters for
optimum traction on different surfaces like sand, snow or mud. You can't do that in a BMW.
Powering all these on- and off-pavement forays is a responsive turbocharged four-cylinder
engine that offers sufficient punch for most buyers in most situations. Having said that, though,
virtually every competitor not powered by diesel fuel or a hybrid powertrain delivers superior
acceleration. The nine-speed automatic transmission can also be reluctant to downshift, which
can be an annoyance when trying to merge into faster-moving traffic. The Discovery Sport
features a handsome interior marked by generally high-quality materials and a hushed
ambience. The design is stylish but conservative, which may leave some shoppers wishing for
something with a little more charisma. Gauges and controls are easy to see and intuitive in their
operation. The 5-inch screen between the speedometer and tach can be configured to display a
range of useful information. The large 8-inch touchscreen mounted in the center of the dash
offers a much-improved interface that uses smartphone-like gestures to control climate, audio,
phone and navigation functions as well as to access available InControl apps including
iHeartRadio, Stitcher and more. It works well, but it can be too much of a reach at times,
especially the accompanying physical buttons on its right side. It's also mounted 2 inches
higher than the front seats to provide a better view for its occupants. The available third row is
going to be a tight fit for all but limber youngsters, leading us to suggest you look elsewhere if

you plan on hauling seven passengers on a regular basis. Speaking of hauling, fold down all the
rear seats and you have a cargo hold with 60 cubic feet of space. Numerically, this is an average
amount for a small luxury crossover, but the Disco's boxy shape makes the most of it. Although
this SUV has "Sport" in its name, its utility is actually more appealing. Quick Summary The Land
Rover Discovery Sport is an all-new premium crossover that offers comfortable
accommodations and ample cargo space in a compact footprint. But don't expect Land Rover's
legendary safari-grade off-road capability here. The Discovery Sport is better suited to
navigating snowy paved roads or reasonably maintained dirt trails. What Is It? The added
"Sport" at the end of the name changes everything. This vehicle is slightly smaller than the LR4,
less off-road-worthy and more efficient on the road. Compared to the LR2 it will eventually
replace, the Discovery Sport is 3. A new multilink rear suspension allows for a lower rear floor.
It makes possible a new backseat that reclines and slides 6. Power is supplied by the same
horsepower turbocharged 2. And like the Evoque, the Discovery Sport comes standard with a
nine-speed automatic transmission. The Evoque gained 2 mpg when it made the switch in , and
indeed the new Discovery Sport is rated 2 mpg higher than the LR2. A more sophisticated
electronic backbone supports an array of new safety features. The Driver Assist package
includes autonomous emergency braking, lane departure warning and road sign recognition.
The Advanced Park Assist option automates not just parallel but also routine perpendicular
parking. And the Vision Assist option offers cross-traffic alerts to aid backing out of spaces and
a blind-spot monitoring system that can deduce closing rates. How Does It Drive? It turns out
that the word "Sport" is a pretty accurate description of the junior Discovery's ride and handling
demeanor. The ride is admirably flat, with expert damping of large motions. Those prone to car
sickness have nothing to fear from this SUV. Moreover, it's supremely stable and coordinated
on winding roads, with the accurate electronic power steering imparting decent feedback
through corners. Our HSE test sample rode on the optional inch wheels. The standard inch
wheels and tires should offer better isolation on both counts. Sport doesn't apply quite as well
in a straight line, as the steering feels numb on open roads and the acceleration is lackluster
unless you floor the thing. The brakes feel powerful enough, however, needing just feet to halt
our test vehicle from 60 mph. We were able to squeeze a 7. There's a Sport mode, but engaging
it via the weird round shifter is not unlike opening a child-proof medicine bottle. Most starts are
conducted from 2nd gear, because 1st is reserved for manual shifting and off-road terrain
settings. On top of that, the standard fuel-saving stop-start system is slow to re-ignite the
engine when it's go time. At least there's an off button for that part. The SE kicks things off with
a standard touchscreen entertainment system, inch alloy wheels, eight-way power "partial
leather" front seats, push-button start, dual-zone climate control, a back-up camera and more.
HSE buyers get full grained leather way power seats with memory, xenon headlamps, passive
entry, a power tailgate, inch wheels and a humungous fixed glass sunroof. It has more
sumptuous leather, and the wheels and exterior trim get a bright finish. All three can be
equipped with the safety packages and the optional third seat. And any of them can go stealthy
with a Black Design package that can be had with or without a matching black roof. What Is the
Interior Like? Our HSE's grained leather seats offered abundant head- and legroom, and a
generous telescoping steering wheel makes it easy for the driver to find the sweet spot. The
seats are a bit narrow and not as sumptuous as they appear, but we didn't sample the Windsor
Leather seats in the HSE Lux. Backseat passengers sit 2 inches higher for a good view out, but
there's still plenty of head- and legroom. In fact, there are The backrest does feel somewhat flat,
but at least there's a wide center armrest to lean on. And everyone has access to an air vent and
a USB power port of their own. Aluminum trim adds a little flair, but the general design theme is
plain and matter-of-fact. It's a logical place where controls are easy to find and operate, but
there's lots of wasted space on the center console, perhaps to emphasize the "majesty" of the
levitating shift knob. We'd seen enough of this parlor trick in the first minute. As for the
touchscreen navigation and audio system, we appreciate the smartphone integration with the
InControl Apps option. But that somewhat faraway screen must be touched and poked to do
almost anything. What About Off-Road? In normal driving, the Discovery Sport sends its power
through the front wheels, but in low-traction situations it's able to divert engine power to the
rear axle, where a torque-vectoring differential distributes the power according to which wheel
has the most grip. Land Rover's Terrain Response system comes standard, so by simply
turning a dial you can adjust various parameters for optimum traction on different surfaces like
sand, snow or mud. An aggressive 4. This strategy delivers a to-1 crawl ratio, which is a clear
advantage compared to the mid-teens offered by other crossovers. Indeed the Sport climbs well
on local steep forest access roads. Land Rover says the Discovery Sport's new rear suspension
offers more flexibility than the strut setup of the LR2 and Evoque. None of this is bad, and the
Discovery Sport does indeed possess features and gearing that best other crossover SUV

offerings. It's just that its capabilities are more muted than the Land Rover Discovery moniker
suggests. We managed The smaller Evoque holds the advantage because it weighs pounds
less. It also employs a more street-oriented axle ratio that uses all nine gears in daily use and
makes top gear more of a cruising gear. Premium fuel is required to feed the 2. A careful driver
could theoretically coax more than miles out of a single fill-up on the open road. What Are Its
Closest Competitors? As a premium crossover SUV, the Discovery's closest competitors are
German luxury brands, but none of them pretends to be as good off-road. The Audi Q5 offers
more powertrain options, including diesel, hybrid and a stronger 3. Handling is on par, but its
similar 2. It has less rear passenger and cargo room, though. It also lags behind in rear
passenger and cargo room, albeit to a lesser degree. Those who want to trade money for power
can get the xDrive35i, and those who don't need all-wheel drive can save with the sDrive28i. Its
fuel mileage isn't great, but if you want a little more room and don't need much off-road ability,
it's a solid performer. If off-road prowess means anything to you, don't rule out the Jeep Grand
Cherokee Trailhawk. Yes, it resides down market in terms of material quality, but the lower price
reflects that. The Jeep outperforms this Land Rover because of its true low-range gearing,
lockable rear differential, superior clearance and knobbier tires. Why Should You Consider It?
The new Land Rover Discovery is a smart-looking all-wheel-drive crossover that offers more
passenger and cargo space than most if not all of its competitors, not to mention an optional
third-row seat. Land Rover fans will appreciate its composed driving behavior and increased
fuel economy, which represent sizable improvements over the LR2 it replaces. It's also sized
right for those who appreciate the vibe of the Range Rover Evoque but aren't impressed with its
tighter accommodations. It's stylish and smart-looking outside, but the Discovery Sport tends
toward plain and traditional inside. And they're quicker and thriftier, too. And while we can't be
sure that inch tires would completely solve our ride comfort misgivings, we can say the 20s are
clearly not helping. Save your money here. Finally, if you came into this thinking the Discovery
Sport has the same off-road chops as the Discovery with which it shares a name, think again.
This one has enough capability to compete against other crossovers, but it doesn't stand alone
like other Land Rovers. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Land Rover Discovery Sport. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and
they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's
true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep
the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Mediocre acceleration transmission slow to downshift cramped
optional third-row seat. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all 3 reviews. Impressive on a
budget! After test driving the Evoque and comparing the new Discovery, I realized they were
very, very, similar, especially with the engine and transmission. I liked the taller rear window in
the Discovery and the cargo area better than the Evoque. My first test drive I was unimpressed
by the car's acceleration. However, after about 30 minutes on the test drive, I noticed the vehicle
seemed responsive to my lead-foot antics. At the end of the test drive for the Discovery, I
realized it was a very good value for a Land Rover family of cars vehicle. According to the Land
Rover Service Manager the vehicle is fitted with "adaptive driving" function with the
transmission which I believe has caused my Discovery to be much quicker in starting
off-the-line acceleration. The only thing I don't like is the ECO feature which you must turn off to
keep the vehicle running at a long stop light. Otherwise, all is good. Nevertheless, I'm
impressed overall and now realize I had saved a bundle of cash buying the Discovery over the
Evoque. I highly recommend this vehicle. Read less. In I was one of first 20 people to order the
Discovery Sport. I was so super happy on getting this SUV, until 1 year later the problems
began. That did it for me! In 2 years time the car stayed in the shop for 45 days. I opened up a
claim through the manufacturer and the best they could come up with was we will compensate
two months of payments and did not approve a buy back. That is not good enough. I no longer
feel comfortable in driving a lemon and won't buy another car through Land Rover. After owning
the Range Rover Evoque, which we loved, we needed a bigger vehicle for the new addition to
our family. The Disco Sport is perfect! Pros: fuel economy, roomy, stylish, turning heads, alot of
features, durability, confident ride and handling Cons: Underpowered, hard shifting

transmission 1st to 2nd gear , no high end sound system the LR brand system is horrible ,
interior not as stylish as other LR products, some interior pieces had broken numerous times,
infotainment system could be way better. Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
The manufacturer provided Edmunds with this vehicle for the purpose of evaluation. Sponsored
cars related to the Discovery Sport. Sign Up. Unfortunately, this browser is out of date and
cannot be supported. Please upgrade your browser to enjoy the advanced features on this site.
We've detected you're not using the most up-to-date version of your browser. By upgrading to
the latest version of Internet Explorer you'll see and be able to use this site in the way we
intended and your general internet browsing will be more secure as it will have been upgraded
to take into account the latest security standards. Distinctive and individual, a true Range Rover
in compact form. Versatile and capable enough for your greatest adventures. Generous and
uncompromised loadspace capacity Unquestionable all-terrain capability Towing weight: 8, lbs
Clever and versatile interior seating and storage Premium and practical Seat up to 5 adults plus
2 children A luggage floor length up to 3. LR4 Versatile and capable enough for your greatest
adventures Seven adult-sized seats with optional 7-seat comfort package Highly capable over
even the most demanding of terrains Towing weight: 7,lbs Generous and flexible interior space
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a
questionnaire that is sent to subscribers. In the questionnaire, we ask subscribers to note any
problems with their cars that occurred in the past 12 months. They are asked to identify
problems that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime. A typical
model has about to samples for each model year. For some model years, typically those of older
or less popular cars, we do not have a large enough sample size to provide results of statistical
confidence. There are several ways in which a savvy car buyer can still research the quality of a
car. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received
this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used The LR4 is looking a bit dated. The ride is
supple but can get unsettled. Handling, though ultimately secure, is not a long suit. The LR4
leans and lumbers when hustled through corners. The roomy cabin is comfortable, quiet, and
luxuriously appointed, but some controls are confusing. There are 3 recalls on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. No Detailed Data Available Consumer Reports
obtains its reliability data from a questionnaire that is sent to subscribers. If these safety
systems are disabled, a loss of vehicle stability and control may occur, increasing the risk of
crash. Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Land Rover will notify owners, and dealers will
update the ABS software, free of charge. The recall began on May 21, Owners may contact Land
Rover customer service at Land Rover's number for this recall is P Potential Number of Units
Affected: Hide Recall Details. If one or more of the wheel lug nuts crack or detach from the
wheel hub, the remaining lug nuts may be unable to keep the wheel secured to the vehicle. If the
wheel detaches, loss of vehicle control would result, increasing the risk of a crash. The affected
vehicles have wheel lug nuts that may crack and detach from the wheel hub stud. Land Rover
will notify owners, and dealers will replace the wheel nuts with new wheel nuts, free of charge.
The recall began March 23, If the engine seizes there is an increased risk of a crash. In the
affected vehicles, the 3. As a result, the connecting rod may separate from the crankshaft and
the engine may seize. Land Rover will notify owners, and dealers will replace the affected
engines, free of charge. The recall began February 27, Potential Number of Units Affected: 2.
Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. The Land Rover Defender
90 for sale is a rugged, no-frills British four-wheel-drive off-road utility vehicle. This model
enjoyed a continuous year-long production run that ended Jan. Plans to bring a modern version
of the soft-top Defender 90 back into production were announced in The D90 is a durable utility
vehicle characterized by its It was introduced one year after its longer predecessor, the
Defenders were produced for the American market from due to stringent regulations. In , the US
DoT required that all vehicles be fitted with airbags. Since the Defender would require
significant design modifications to include airbags and the US market was limited, Land Rover
halted North American production in Mechanically, it upgraded the Series III with the addition of
coil springs to provide a more comfortable ride and improve axle articulation. Since , the D90 for

sale has also had wind-up windows rather than the sliding windows of the Series III. Also in , the
short-wheelbase D90 was first given V8 power along with hp, mated to a five-speed LT85
manual gearbox. The 2. This post engine was more efficient than the naturally aspirated Diesel
Turbo and was the most commonly sold Defender while it was offered. Beginning in , Land
Rover offered a new Defender Tdi engine. Four years later, that engine was replaced by the
more-powerful Td5 engine, which was rolled out to meet Euro III emissions regulations
standards. The Td5 remains a popular selection in used and restored D90s due to its power,
efficiency, and reliability. The Defender 90 is a rugged little piece of work that remains true to its
humble workhorse roots. It may not be exceedingly pretty or overly comfortable, but it will be at
home in any environmentâ€”the desert, the rainforest, the most treacherous British bogâ€”and
carry on reliably. This Land Rover 90 Euro Spec, left side steering wheel was refurbished and
modified by Arkonik in the UK before being imported to the US in according to the previous
owner, who Here are just some basics of this one of kind Defender Only 5, miles since
undergoing full frame off Unique and one of a kind, Urban Warrior custom built, 2 door hardtop,
completely blemish free inside and out, Automatic transmission, hp Ford Coyote 5. Extremely
Rare!!! Number 1, Built for ! Alpine White with Grey Interior! This low-mile, well-kept Defender 90
will get you where you need to go in Driving Emotions Miami, FL. Desirable left-hand drive
example
e36 electric fan
lsx s10
volvo vvt solenoid
with 5-speed manual No listings found! Widen search by de-selecting one or more search filter
items. Register an account to save your searches for more than 30 days. Owner Driving
Emotions Miami, FL X Success Your e-mail has been sent. You will be sent a copy of this email
to the email address you provided. Make Land Rover show more show less. Model Defender 90
show more show less. All Used Defender Defender 3. Defender 90 Discovery LR2 1. LR4 2.
Range Rover Range Rover Autobiography Range Rover HSE Range Rover Sport 1. Range Rover
Supercharged Range Rover SV Autobiography 2. Black 4. Gray 1. Green 3. Grey 3. Other 2. Red
1. White 5. Yellow 2. Dealer Private 8. Saved Searches. ZIP Code. Defender 90 in Boston.
Defender 90 in Dallas. Defender 90 in Scottsdale. Defender 90 in Greensboro. Defender 90 in Los
Angeles. Defender 90 in Philadelphia. Defender 90 in Miami. Defender 90 in Raleigh. Defender 90
in New York. Defender 90 in Riverside. Defender 90 in Chicago. Defender 90 in San Diego.

